A measurement of all observables in an electron-atom collision constitutes the so-called "complete" scattering experiment, as first enunciated by Bederson. ' In the case of excitation of the first resonance level (3S-3P) of sodium, seven parameters, representing the magnitudes and phases of the four scattering amplitudes, must be measured as a function of electron scattering angle for each electron energy in order that the fullest possible information be obtained. Here we obtain a different combination; specifically, we measure the partial (angle-integrated) cross sections for excitation of Na versus changes in ttts and mL of the atomic electron. This is done using a novel experimental technique for several electron collision energies between 2 and 4 eV.
The principle behind the experiment is shown in Fig. l. Atoms are initially prepared in a pure ms, mt' level of the 3S state, and then electron-excited to Zeeman-split 3P3I2(mJ) levels. The resulting relative populations of these four levels are measured by tuning through the 3Py2(tttJ)-5Sti2(ms') transitions with a cw dye laser (designated v2), and detecting the 4P 3S, uv casca-defiuorescence signal from the 5S state. The 4P fluorescence originating from each 5S(ms') state, although isotropic, is circularly polarized. The optics do not distinguish between different circular polarizations; hence the cascade signal is proportional to the 5S(ms') population. The vz absorption from each 3P3I2(mJ) to 5S(ms') transition is well resolved in a 220-G magnetic field, as seen in a representative scan shown in Fig. 2 
